Teaching and Learning Services

LMS Review
Listening session
LMS Review – What is it? How does it work?

• This project will collect and develop requirements for cuLearn through broad consultation with stakeholders, including students, faculty, contract instructors, staff and senior management.

• Based on these requirements, various platforms will be evaluated and recommendations made to the Provost and Vice-President, Academic for Carleton’s future directions relating to Carleton’s most used platform for teaching and learning.
LMS Review – What is it? How does it work?

• In May, cuLearn (Moodle) will be upgraded to a new version to help with comparison to other systems
• The review does not necessarily mean we are changing systems
• This phase of the review is focused on gathering requirements
LMS Review – What is it? How does it work?

- **Project and Communication Planning**
  - Develop project roadmap. Identify key stakeholders. Review and research current and potential LMS. Hold listening sessions.
  - Late 2018

- **Review, Analysis, and Selection**
  - Summer-Fall 2019

- **Full implementation**
  - All users on new system.
  - Summer-Fall 2020

- **Needs Analysis**
  - Develop review process and RFI. Develop review and criteria for scoring.
  - Winter 2019

- **Scaled Launch**
  - Teach 10-20 courses on the new system.
  - Winter 2020
LMS Review Website

• [https://carleton.ca/culearnsupport/lms-review/](https://carleton.ca/culearnsupport/lms-review/)
• Search ‘LMS review’ on Carleton.ca
• Includes background information and regular updates about the project
Key questions:

• What are the most important functions in the LMS (cuLearn)?

• What do you wish the LMS could do that it currently does not?
Wrapping up

• Our conversation and notes from today will be integrated as we develop the requirements document

• Info & updates on LMS review website
  • [https://carleton.ca/culearnsupport/lms-review/](https://carleton.ca/culearnsupport/lms-review/)
  • Can answer key questions there
  • Direct inquiries & book info & listening sessions

• Thank you!